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Abstract

In the report, we introduce our video caption approach for the ActivityNet Challenge in conjunction with CVPR 2018. Based on the 3D-ResNet with 34-layer [1, 2] and LSTM-based Sentence Generator [5], our captioner generates a suitable sentence along an input video. The captioning model is trained with the training-set on ActivityNet database. In the experimental section, we show our rate on the test-set with evaluation server. Finally, we achieved to put our name on the leaderboard!

1. Introduction

The task of finding a de facto standard for video recognition has advanced with both hand-crafted and deeply learned feature representations. In the recent DNN-based video recognition, we are focusing on 3D convolutional networks such as C3D [4] and 3D-ResNets [1, 2].

On one hand, video caption which includes time duration seems to be very difficult issue in the current vision-based algorithm. The open problem is composed by two problem, namely (i) video representation in order to generate an appropriate sentence, and (ii) temporal segmentation to fix an event duration. We believe that the video representation problem is more important. Therefore we apply a sophisticated video representation 3D-ResNet with layer-34 for video caption. To generate a video caption, we apply a standard sentence generator LSTM based on the Google’s Show and Tell algorithm [5].

2. Proposed approach: 3D-ResNet-34 + LSTM

We simply combine 3D-ResNet-34 with LSTM. To train/test the LSTM, the layer after global average pooling (2,048-d vector) is inserted from 3D-ResNet. The 3D-ResNet-34 is pretrained by Kinetics dataset [6] and the 3D-ResNet-34+LSTM is trained by ActivityNet caption [3] with end-to-end training manner.

3. Result on video caption task

Our performance value with METEOR is 0.6266. The score is far from top-ranked captioners from other teams. The result is coming from fewer proposals per a video. Our temporal proposals with start- and end-time are only 2 per a video. In the future, we would like to evaluate the video captioner with e.g. over 100 proposals in video. Moreover, we must implement an improved temporal proposals and more sophisticated models such as 3D-ResNet-50, 101, 152, 3D-ResNeXt-101.

Figure 1. The successful (top) and failure (bottom) cases in ActivityNet Challenge with video caption.
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